What’s Up in the WICHE West? And What’s WICHE Been Up to Lately?

These are interesting times! As the economy begins to recover, many states are looking at more rosy financial scenarios than they have seen in the last few years. A recent report from the Rockefeller Institute, however, cautions that many states still face difficult times ahead, due to the instability and inconsistency of the current recovery; another problem is the fact that states which used nonrecurring revenues to fund recurring budget items in the last couple of years must now adjust to filling the void they face. A number of Western states are using these challenges as opportunities to rethink the fundamental ways in which they have and will finance and deliver public higher education in the future. The goal — broad access to high quality education and research — has not changed, but the means of achieving it are being rethought in a number of places.

This session will present data on what has been happening lately with respect to enrollments and finance throughout the region and will describe a number of very creative initiatives throughout the West. It will also provide an opportunity for commissioners to discuss these activities and to share new initiatives that are emerging within their states.
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